BASINS AND ENERGY HIGHLIGHTS
General information about the work of the Energy Geoscience and Carbon Strategy
branch of the Geological Survey of Western Australia (GSWA) is available on the
DMIRS website, at <www.dmp.wa.gov.au/oilgasgeothermal>.
Since 2009, the State Government of Western Australia's Exploration Incentive
Scheme (EIS) has enabled GSWA to undertake airborne geophysical surveys, deep
crustal seismic traverses, and joint government and industry-funded exploration
drilling. EIS aims to encourage exploration in underexplored areas of Western
Australia for the long-term sustainability of the State's petroleum and mineral
resources sector.
The department’s eBookshop contains geological products including books, maps
and data packages. Most of these are available in PDF format free of charge from
<www.dmp.wa.gov.au/ebookshop-1508.aspx>.

STATEWIDE

CANNING BASIN

A project is underway compiling all information
related to all source rocks within WA basins
A new Energy Systems Atlas is being developed
within WAPIMS map to show key well data in a
GIS format

Revised palynozonation and stratigraphy of the
Permo-Carboniferous was published as GSWA
Report 207 in December 2020

A field trip to investigate the potential of Natural
Hydrogen seeps within the Canning Basin will
commence in August/September 2021
A review of salt distribution in the Canning
Basin is planned
Collaborative core analysis project:
a new reference section for the
Nambeet Formation was published
as GSWA Report 211 in May 2021

A regional structural interpretation report covering the
Broome Platform, Willara Sub-basin and Munro Arch
was published as GSWA Report 193 in July 2019

Sally May 2 digital core atlas
will soon be published
Barnicarndy 1 (formerly Waukarlycarly 1), a deep
stratigraphic well, was drilled late 2019 to
investigate the geology within the Barnicarndy
A
regional
structural
interpretation
Graben (formerly Waukarlycarly Embayment),
report covering the Kidson Sub-basin
(funded by Geoscience Australia's Exploring for
and Crossland Platform is underway
the Future fund and drilling operations managed
by GSWA). Intensive core analysis which is partly
3D model of the southwestern Canning Basin
funded by the EIS is ongoing. The basic data well
(digital product) was released September 2020
completion report was published as GSWA Report
206 in June 2020
New detrital zircon geochronology in the Canning
Basin confirmed Ordovician strata to TD in
Patience 2, and the widespread distribution of
Study underway of hydrocarbon source-rock
lower Neoproterozoic metasedimentary basement
potential of the the Triassic and Permian
GSWA fieldwork shows WA side of Amadeus Basin
has similar stratigraphy to eastern part of the basin,
and so has potential for hydrocarbons and helium

AMADEUS BASIN

CARNARVON
BASIN

A report on the stratigraphy and structure
of the Cobb Embayment of the eastern
Canning Basin is in preparation

An investigation of the biostratigraphy of
the Permian Byro Group has commenced

A review of salt distribution in the
Carnarvon Basin is planned

OFFICER BASIN
New correlations between the Amadeus and Officer
Basin are leading to revised stratigraphy and petroleum
and helium potential of the Officer Basin. A review of
salt distribution in the Officer Basin is planned.

PERTH
BASIN

Permian reservoir quality in northern Perth
Basin publication is in preparation
A review of the stratigraphy and structure of the
northern Perth Basin is to commence later in 2021

3D model of the southern Perth Basin (digital
product) was released October 2020
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